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T h e s t r at e g y s t r o n g ly e n c o u r a g e s a t r a n s f o r m at i o n i n
t h e way p u b l i c b u s s e r v i c e s a n d i n f r a s t r u c t u r e a r e
m a n a g e d , w i t h G o v e r n m e n t f u n d i n g ava i l a b l e t o b a c k
t h at t r a n s f o r m at i o n
Bus Back Better: The National Bus Strategy was published by the Department for Transport
on 15 March 2021. The strategy sets out a vision for bus services in England with cheaper
and simpler fares, quicker and more reliable journeys and improvements to timetables
all promised. £3bn has been allocated by Government to help drive these outcomes.
In practical terms, the Strategy provides a significant financial incentive to follow one or
both courses of action made available to the bus industry by the 2017 Bus Services Act:

A n E n h a n c e d Pa r t n e r s h i p
where local transport authorities and bus
operators agree a detailed partnership plan (a
Bus Service Improvement Plan) that is refined
through consultation. A series of partnership
schemes are built into the final agreed
partnership plan.

Bus Franchising
where local transport authorities take greater
control over bus services and fares, contracting
with bus operators to deliver timetables to a
good standard. Authorities wishing to pursue
Bus Franchising would normally put in place an
Enhanced Partnership initially, as the process to
enact franchising is lengthy.

SYSTRA can help you develop an outstanding Bus Service
Improvement Plan and broker an Enhanced Partnership.
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We have significant
recent experience that
equips us to help you
work up your proposals
for how to react to the
National Bus Strategy
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An Enhanced Partnership requires the local
transport authority and a majority of incumbent
operators to agree an Enhanced Partnership Plan,
based on an agreed Bus Service Improvement Plan,
that sets out how improvements to the bus network,
bus fares and highways facilities for buses will be
improved over a period of several years, with the
plan implemented through one or more Enhanced
Partnership Schemes. The Plan and its Schemes
will be subject to a detailed process of consultations
before the Partnership is enacted.
An Enhanced Partnership will require operators and
local transport authorities to work together at all
levels to produce an effective plan and deliverable
schemes. Such joint working will be a challenge for
resource strapped local authorities and expert help
will be needed.
Bus Franchising requires the local transport authority
to set out a vision for buses in its area and explain
how greater public control of services and fares could
be more beneficial than an Enhanced Partnership.
An authority wishing to pursue Bus Franchising must
first set out its objectives and make a case to the
Secretary of State for Transport1. Following Secretary
of State approval, the local transport authority will
obtain data from operators about existing services,
examine franchising scheme options, design a
preferred scheme and build a strong business case
for change. A public consultation must be conducted
and taken into account before the local transport
authority decides to enact the Bus Franchising
Scheme.
A Bus Franchising Scheme is a big step for a local
transport authority, who will be taking on risks
that have largely rested with operators for the last
30 years. A successful franchising scheme requires
1
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Unless it is a Mayoral Combined Authority with transport
powers.

careful design to maximise efficiencies and ensure
proposals can grow passenger numbers and revenues
in a sustainable way.
Some areas may decide to Do Nothing, they don’t
want an Enhanced Partnership or a Bus Franchising
Scheme and instead wish to retain the current fully
commercial bus market – if they do:
• Local transport authorities and bus operators will
not have access to COVID 19 recovery funding
from 1 July 2021;
• Local highway authorities will not have access to
the infrastructure funds available; and
• Bus operators may not have full access to Bus
Service Operator Grant payments from May 2022
onwards.
• Doing nothing may be unattractive to bus
passengers and sustainable transport plans
in many areas. The COVID 19 pandemic has
significantly harmed the commercial bus market
and without intervention commercial bus
operators will likely have to reduce their networks
and push up their fares to stay afloat. Extra
government funding to help repair this damage
will not be available for buses in your area if
nothing is done. That said, doing nothing is a
legitimate choice that should be examined.
There are some key timeframes associated
with the National Bus Strategy. Local transport
authorities are required to commit to an Enhanced
Partnership by the end of June 2021 in order to
gain access to future funding available through the
National Bus Strategy. By the end of October 2021
a comprehensive Bus Service Improvement Plan
must be published and by the end of April 2022 an
Enhanced Partnership Plan must be delivered. These
are very challenging timescales with key tasks that
need to be done, as set out overleaf.

Government has made available £25m to fund the development of Enhanced Partnerships and Bus Service
Improvement Plans during 2021/22. While the precise distribution of this fund has not yet been decided, this
could mean that:

around

£100k

could be available to
an average sized unitary
authority

£300k

could be available to
an average sized county
council

between

£1& 2m
could be available to
metropolitan combined
authorities

For local transport authorities to decide their next steps, expert help is likely to be required. SYSTRA can assist you
in navigating these new choices by providing expert consultancy advice, analysis and appraisal ahead of the three
key gateways in the National Bus Strategy. SYSTRA can offer senior level expertise for all of the above work areas,
backed up SYSTRA’s 800+ strong multi-disciplinary transport consultancy workforce.
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BUS SERVICE IMPROVEMENT

Partnership Requirement
SYSTRA are able to offer a “one stop shop” supporting Local Transport Authorities in the challenge of meeting
the deadlines in the National Bus Strategy including help gaining commitment to Enhanced Partnerships and
producing an outstanding Bus Service Improvement Plan to help unlock your share of the funding available. Our
Passenger Transport experts bring with them hands on operator and local authority knowledge and experience
and access to the wider SYTRA team. Please contact us to discuss how you can engage our support.

Set targets for journey times and
reliability improvements

Identify where bus priority measures
are needed. Consider potential Bus Rapid
Transit routes and how traffic management
can be improved to benefit buses.

Setting targets for passenger growth &
and customer satisfaction.

Set out pressures on the road network, air
quality issues and carbon reduction and
zero emission fleets.

Fare strategies, fare capping, contactless,
multi operator and multi model ticketing.

Impact of roadside Infrastructure
on passenger safety, security and
accessibility.

Taking into account the
views of local people.

Serving key attractors; schools, health,
social care, employment and other
services.

Committing to a
Bus Passenger Charter (BPC)
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Set targets for journey times and reliability
improvements
Our Passenger Transport Team includes experts who
have worked at senior roles within major bus
operating companies and Local Transport Authorities
who are highly experienced in delivering schemes
such as Bus Punctuality Partnerships across the UK
that have set and achieved targets for journey time
and reliability improvements through partnership
working and have ensured that punctuality targets
set by the Traffic Commissioner are met or bettered.

Identify where bus priority measures are needed.
Consider potential Bus Rapid Transit routes and how
traffic management can be improved to benefit buses
SYSTRA has a wealth of experience in respect of bus
priority measures and BRT.
We are currently working with the Tayside Bus
Alliance Partnership analysing the road and bus
network to identify hotspots and where journey time
could be made through range of bus priority measure
in order to access funding from the £500m Bus
Partnership Fund currently available in Scotland.
Member of our Passenger Transport Team and the
wider SYSTRA Team have been involved in both the
development of business cases, marketing and
operation of BRT schemes throughout the UK and
beyond including the Luton – Dunstable Busway,
Fastrack in Kent and the First Bus “Eclipse” service in
Hampshire.

Set out pressures on the road network, air quality
issues and carbon reduction and zero emission fleets
At SYSTRA we are able to estimate the emissions of
the main air quality pollutants (including NOX and
small particulate matter) and greenhouse gases from
road traffic, including buses, typically using Automatic

Number Plate Survey data and bus fleet data to
obtain an accurate understanding of the emissions
characteristics of the traffic on the local road
network.
We are also adept at making maximum use of
existing traffic models, traffic count data and air
quality monitoring data to provide a comprehensive
picture of the traffic emissions across a given
network. Examples of this work include our ongoing
Clean Air Plan/Low Emission Zone work for a number
of cities across the UK and Ireland including
Aberdeen, Cork, Derby, Dublin, Dundee, Galway,
Glasgow, Limerick, Newcastle, Sheffield & Rotherham
and Southampton.
We have undertaken emissions-based appraisals and
feasibility studies for a large number of ‘clean bus
fund’ bids and bus decarbonisation schemes,
including detailed consideration of the infrastructure
required to support a transition to battery electric
vehicles.

Setting targets for passenger growth & and customer
satisfaction
Members of the SYSTRA Passenger Transport Team
are highly experienced in setting targets for
passenger growth as a result of improvements to bus
fleets, service delivery (including punctuality &
reliability) and roadside infrastructure while working
in partnership with Local Transport Authorities or
while building yearly budgets for bus operating
companies.
Our Social and Market Research team can bring
experience from work carried out in the field of rail,
showing how uplift in passenger satisfaction can be
driven by investment and improvements to various
aspects of service delivery and infrastructure.
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Fare strategies, fare capping, contactless, multi
operator and multi model ticketing
At SYSTRA we have a dedicated and highly skilled
team of ticketing experts who are equally
comfortable working on both ticketing strategy and
practical hands on projects. The team have been
supporting the “Robin Hood” ticketing project in
Nottingham which includes fare capping and
multi-model integrated ticketing within the Greater
Nottingham area.

Impact of roadside Infrastructure on passenger safety,
security and accessibility
Our engineering and transport experts at SYSTRA
have a wealth of experience and knowledge in
respect of designing roadside infrastructure and
transport interchanges that meet the needs of all
customers, are easily accessible and provide a safe
and secure environment through design and use of
lighting and CCTV.
SYSTRA are currently working with the NTA in Ireland
on the Liffey Valley bus corridor in Dublin where we
are designing safe, secure and accessible roadside
infrastructure.

Serving key attractors; schools, health, social care,
employment and other services
At SYSTRA we are highly experienced in bus network
planning and have a range of tools available to us
that allow us to quickly look at routes and networks,
using “click and drag”, to quickly and collaboratively
test various route and frequency scenarios which
instantly show indicative operating costs, hours &
mileage and PVR.
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We understand the principles of good service
planning and the need to integrate different modes
of transport in order to provide easy and seamless
travel options for customers and have recently
carried out reviews in areas of the UK including
Cambridgeshire and West Lothian.
We are currently working with a Local Transport
Authority developing a criteria for supported bus
service which ranks their importance against a set
criteria and shows the level of use and subsidy
allowing transparent and evidence based decisions
on funding to be made.

Taking into account the views of local people
Our Social and Market Research Team are highly
experienced in carrying our research to gain an
understanding of the views of local people – both
public transport users and non-users. The team have
recently carried out research addressing changes to
the Cambourne to Cambridge bus route on behalf of
the Greater Cambridge Partnership involving resident
surveys, workshops, focus groups and engagement
with stakeholders and pressure groups.
Another innovative qualitative study for Transport for
West Midlands, “Demystifying the Bus Network”
looked at the difficulties faced by infrequent bus
users and how they could be overcome.

Committing to a Bus Passenger Charter (BPC)
Experts within our Passenger Transport Team have
been involved in the introduction of Bus Passenger
Charters while working for bus operating companies
such as Arriva and as part of various partnerships
with Local Transport Authorities across the UK.

THE signature TEAM

passenger transport
Find out how SYSTRA can assist you in your response to the National Bus Strategy contact:

BRIAN DRURY

Director for Passenger Transport Consultancy
t: 07850058284
e: bdrury@systra.com

MIKE SCOTT

Director for Transport Planning Policy and Strategy
t: 07967 274170
e: mscott1@systra.com
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